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â€œAny time you see Melinda Leighâ€™s name on a book cover, you know youâ€™re in for a sexy,
sinister, twist-ridden read.â€• â€”USA TodayCurator Dr. Louisa Hancock left behind Maine and her
troubled past for Philadelphia and a job at a prominent museum. Just when it seems that
Louisaâ€™s new life is safe from her dark secrets, the body of a museum intern is foundâ€”the victim
of a brutal and baffling murder. Louisa realizes this is no random crime. And when another intern
goes missing, the abduction is linked to the only man who has ever tempted Louisaâ€™s
heartâ€”Conor Sullivan, the owner of a Philly sports bar. Louisaâ€™s past has taught her to be wary,
but her heart refuses to believe Conor is guilty.Now Conor and Louisa must dodge a police
investigation as they race to find the real killer before another girl turns up dead. In their darkest
hour, they find themselves drawn to each other. But trusting Conor could be deadly, especially as
the evidence against him mountsâ€¦and as a merciless killer targets Louisa as the next victim.
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What I enjoy most is a gripping mystery suspense thriller, a fast paced story grabbing readers'
attention at the beginning and keeping their interest until they last they turned the last page.

"Midnight Betrayal" by Melinda Leigh easily fits this definition. Melinda Leigh's "Midnight Betrayal"
introduces readers to an unknown antagonist in a rundown neighborhood in Philadelphia on the
second page of her thriller. She keeps readers in the dark as to who the antagonist is and why or
what this evil person's intentions are until we get to the end of the story. This heart stopping story
has the readers holding their breath with each change of direction of Leigh's story line. "Midnight
Betrayal" has well developed support characters adding to the main story and sub plots. Readers
are never aware that the story has changed direction until Leigh decides to open our eyes to the
change of scenery.Leigh introduces us to one of the story's protagonists, Dr. Louisa Hancock, at the
beginning of the second chapter of "Midnight Betrayal" and the second protagonist, Connor Sullivan,
enters the story at the end of the second chapter. Leigh does a marvelous job of providing her
readers with the back story and the history of the two protagonists and continues developing their
connection to each other from Leigh's first book "Midnight Exposure" to the present. The reader is
keenly aware of the friction between these two characters. Leigh keeps us in suspense as to how
their relationship ends or evolves. Both the protagonists deal with trust issues and Leigh puts her
readers in the middle of the conflict just to see if they can figure out what is happening.
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